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ABSTRACT 
Differing from the traditional method of 
treating the motion of ring valve-plates as 
translational or inclined motions of rigid 
bodies, this paper originated from the con-
cept on deformations involved in the motion 
processes. Emphasis of research is centered 
on flexural warping vibrations during open-
ing and closing. Mechanical modelling and 
mathematical interpretions of plate motion 
with variously positioned spring systems 
are established, enabling theoretical solu-
tions of model shape functions, stresses 
and strains. Numerical Computer results of 
dynamic analyses can be used as basis for 
improvement of compressor design with re§rod 
to reliability. A set of diagramatic repre-
sentation of the computed circumferential 
distribution of the instantaneous desplace-
ments, dynamic stresses and velocities of 
some ring valve-plates of an actual air 
compressor are hereby presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
The actual motion of the ring valve-plate 
of a compresson is a complicated one of a 
MDOF system. Of particular importance are 
the flexural-warping vibrations during the 
opening and closing processes which contri-
bute chiefly to stress fatigue failures. 
Consequently , intensive study of these de-
formations and stresses, and the manner in 
which they depend on the compressor's the~ 
al and mechanical parameters should doubt-
lessly be of significance in the designing 
of more efficient, low power-comsumption 
and reliable compressor. 
Valuable work in this respect has been 
done by numerous famous researchers (J. 
Simoni tsh[IJ, w. Soedel[2J, L.Boswerch [3], T. 
[4] . [5] ) F.T.Maclaren , J.F.Hanulton , et al .• 
This paper offers an approach which dif-
fers from the traditional method of treating 
the valve-plate as being rigid and transla-
tional or inclined motions in the respect 
that deformations are taken into account, 
thus necessitating more detailed investiga-
tions into the actual plate motion. The 
author's attention is focussed upon the 
flexural-warping behavior of the vale-plate 
under pulsative gas forces, spring forces 
and impact reactions etc. with different spr-
ing systems. Mathematical modeJs are establi-
shed. Accordingly with their general solu-
tions, further provided with a computer pro-
gram to facilitate numerical computation. 
An actual compressor is chosen for case 
study and numerical results with graphical 
illustrations are obtained for circumfer-
ential destributions of deformations ve-
locities and dynamic stress varying with 




During the opening processes, impacts be-
tween the valve-plate and the guard are 
likely to be slantpd owing to factors such 
as the pulsative nature and nonuniformity 
gas forces, lubrication vlscosity and lo-
calized impact reaction etc. These impacts 
occur at high velocities and within ex-
tremely small areas of the valve plate the 
resulting large local reactions cause flex-
ural-warping vibrations accompanying the 
rebound of the plate. Motion after inclined 
impact may be one of the two following pat-
terns, One posibility is a furthur impact 
occurs between the valve-plate and the 
guard under pulsative gas pressure, not 
necessarily at the same location but with 
reduced impact reaction. Thus, the valve-
plate will finally come into a coinciding 
position with the guard after several damp-
ed impact. Another possibility is after the 
initial inclined impact, the point of impact 
becomes a support and the valve-plate comes 
into coincidence with the guard with pul~ 
sativa rotary motions. The latter is more 
likely with lower impact velocities. How-
ever, irrespective of whichever the case 
may be, the net result is that the valve-
plate is subjected to deformations and dy-
namic stress non steady-state flexural-wmp-
ing vibrations during the entire opening 
process. 
Motions during the closing process is of 
similar nature. 
The valve-plate is taken as a thin is-
otropic homogeneous elastic annular plate 
attached to a transverse pulsative load 
which consist of gas forces, spring forces 
(including those as pre-compression) and 
instantaneous reactions of slanted impacts 
etc. The outer circumference of the valve-
plate is unrestricted and forms a free-
boundry. The characteristics of flexural-
warping vibrations depend upon whether the 
plate is attached to a single large spring 
or a series of small ones. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
As shown in illus. 1 1 the guard is taken as 
origin of displacement. The plate vibration 
equations in polar co-ordinates with bound-
ary and initial conditions can be written 
according to the vibration theory of thin 
elastic plate as follows 
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w(r,B, t) Jt-o=w(r, 8) 
a'W(r,n,t) c:v(r, 8) 
D t t-o (lc) 
Where Dc:Eh3 /12 is the flexural rigidily of 
the plate; w(r,o,t) the displacement; p(r, 
B ,t) the algebraic sum of sustained forces 
due to pre-compression, gas pressure and 
impact etc. K the spring stiffness per unit 
area of plate, Mr and Vr respectively the 
moment and equvalant shear on circular sec-
tion of radius r. 
I. Plate attached to single large spring 
For this case, the spring force may be as~ 
sumed to be countinuously and uniformity 
distributed over the whole plate. 
1. Eigen frequencies and model shape func-
tions. To obtain the characteristic equa-
tions that gives the desired frequencies, 
P(r,e,t) is taken as zero in (la) and dis-
placements of free vibrations assumed as 
'W(r,8,t)=Fmn(r)·{~{! ~:} (Amncoswm11 t 
+Bmnsinu>mn t ) (2) 
where Wmn is the angular frequency of model 
shapes with m pitch circle and n pitch 
diameter, Fmj.r) cos n 9 , as well as, Fmn(r) 
204 
sin n B are independent equations of model 
shape corresponding to the related frequen-
cy. Substituting (2) into (la) and solving, 
we obtain 
Fmn(r )==domnJn(~mnr/fu)+ o 1 mnYnC~mnr/R2) 
ttfzmnin(~mnr/fu)+8" 3 mnKnCt:lmnr/R2) 
(3) 
where (4) 
and Jn,Yn,In,Kn are respectively Nth order 
Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd kind 
with real and imaginary arguments,oomn,dtmn, 
52 mn and 03 mn are undermined coefficients. 
A set of homogeneous equations with the 
four :S{ as variables are obtained after sub-
stituting (3) into (lb), and, for non-tri~ 
al solutions, it is necessary that the de-
terminant of the coefficients be equal to 
zero, which condition yields the charactri-
stic equations of the desired frequency 
coefficients 
~ (m=o , 1, 2 , 3 , •••••• ) 
mn n=o, 1,2,3, •.•••• 
( 5) 
The ~ron's are given by (5) and from (4) we 
obtain eigen frequencies of the vibratory 
system 
f __ w...,!o\mn~ mn= 
27r 
(6) 
with the corresponding two independent mo-
del shape function 
Jcos ne} Wrnn(r,B)=Fmn(r) lsin nil 
=[Jn(~mnr/R2)+J,mnYnC~mnr/R2) 
-t&mnin(~mnr/R2) +ci3mnKnC~mnr/R2) J 
• { c~lS n e} 
SJ.n n ll (7) 
where 
(8) 
fl..12 a.,3 au I a.,z a,3 atj 
631/rn=- au a.l3 0.2/ Ll..,n' 4.,- llzz al3 11 
a32 a ~3 a3, a.~z 0.33 aJ4 
2. Analysis of Vibration and Dynamic Stress 
The excitation forces in (la) and (lc) may 
be terms of these model functions, in view 




Rz JR2rFiu(r), m=t 
R, rFmn(r )Fcn(r )d=t~' "" 1 
Let [!:~:~L=J;:J:1TrFmn(r) g• [~~~~;] drd8 
(9) 
(10) 
p(r, 8, t )==~ f 0[Csmn( t) sinn8+Ccmn( t) cosnB] m~D n:::s 




Csmn(t)J= [F.a (p(r, e, t)]l 
Ccmn(t) Fe[PCr,B, t)J mn 
[
Usmn) [Fs [.W0 (r, e )]] 
Ucmn = Fe ['Wo (r, 8 )] mn 
(12) 
(14) 
.... ""' Fmn(r) 1fo(r, IJ )"' 2 L [V8 mnsin n8+Vcmncon nBJ Gmn m~~o 
. 
where 
[ Vsmn1- f Fs [ 'Vo (r, 8 )]] Vemn LFc [ 1fo (r, e )] mn 
and in (11) (13) (15) 




Take the displacement and velocity respec-
tively as 
'lll(r, 8, t )=111tZLTsmn( t) sinn!I+Tcmn ( t) cosne] 
•Fmn(r) (18) 
v(r,&,t)== aw(r,e,t) =~~[T' 8mn(t)sin ne 
. c;lt m~o n•o 
+T' cmn( t)cos ne] Fmn(r) (19) 
By substituting (ll) and (18) into (la) and 
solving, with (14) and (16), we obtain 
[
TsmnC t)J 1 ~bsmnl l Jt !Csmnc-rJ l = -- --- SinWmn ydr, 
Tcmn ( t) Gmn Ucmn f'h Wmn o Ccmn(r 
1 { 1 [V smn] 1 ft 
.coSWmntiGmn CUmn Veron 'phWmn o 
[ Csmn(T)JcosWmntdT}sinWront Ccmn(T) 
(20) 
if in the Stress-strain equations for the 
bending of the plates, (18) is being substi-
tuited, and utilizing the properties of 
Bessel functions, the following is obtained 
after some simplification 
6r(r,8,t)=- ---r-z ~2:.[Ts.mn(t)sin n& 12D {"""""" 
h WFO fl=O 
+ TcmnCt)cos ne] HRmn(r)} 
btt(r,&,t)= 12~ z{f~[T8mn(t)sin ne h "~=011"'0 
+T0 mn(t)cos n~ HQmn(r)} 
Tre(r,o,t)= -D(1-u)-3- z 2:2.:f-T8 rnn(t)cos n!l 
12 {~..., 
h y,po,,lf 




l .EQmn(r) -~(r,e, t) =-2ZI I'[-Tsmn ( t) cos ne+TCDJii t )sin na] 11'1=011'=0 
.ERQmn(r) 
where h h 
- --..:::.Z~-
2 2 
HRmn(r)=[o~- n11-V) ( 1-n)] Frnn(r)+( 1-v).2m 
r r 
·[Fmn(rl- 252mnln·tt ( OmnY)] 
2_ 
- 2dmJJ[J"n(Omnf) t d1mnYn ( dnmr)] 
HQmn(r)={Vok+~( 1-11) ( 1-n)] Fmn (r)-( 1-v)0mn 
-?- r 
[Fmn(r)-2b2mnin+l Cdmnr)] 
-2Vclin[Jn(OmnT)+bimn YnCdmnr) J 
- ( ) n( 1-n) ( ) nO;m, - ( ) r-HRQmn r - 2 F111n r +--= [Fmn r -2ozmn r r 
In+1 (~mnr )] 
- 2 n omn 
ERmn(r)=[clmn- -( 1-n)] Fmn.(r)+ ~~ 
rl r 
.(Fmn(r)-2dzmnin+1 Cdmn r)] 
- 2d~[Jn(cjmnr)+bimn Yn(dmnr)J 
EQmn(r)= n(l-n)Fmn(r)- dmn [Fmn{r) 
r2 r 
and in (22) 
Omn = ~mn /R2 
(22) 
(23) 
II. Plate attached to a series of small 
springs. For this case, the plate may be 
modelled as shown in Figure 2, assume the 
spring force of each spring is distributed 
over the trapezoidal area of included angle 
2.0 9, where 9 0 =2; is the angle bet'Aeen 
(28) 
the radial bisectors of two adjacent trap- and the sums of those of the small springs ezoidal areas (N being the number of sprin@S). are, 
Furthermore, assuming that the area of each 
trapezoidal area and that of the encircled 
spring area being equal, i, e. 
(25) 
where d is the average radius of one small 
spring. 1. Eigen-frequencies and modal sh~ 
functions For the model as shown in Fig. 2, 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method may be employed to 
obtain approximate solutions for the eigen-
frequencies and corresponding modal shape 
functions. The apporach of Ritz is to choose 
functions such· as (7) and satisfying free-
boundary conditions as admissible functions, 
in order to obtain the desired solutions to 
a sufficient degree of accuracy. Suppose the 
modal shape functions assume the following 
form: 
s !i 
w(r,8)=I l:[Amncos ntJ+Bmnsin ne] Fmn(r) nr:::o n~1 
s 
+ L AmoFmo (r) 
I'Y/=oO (26) 
where the Amn's and Bmn's are undermined 
coefficients, of (s+1)(q+1)+(s+1)•q=(s+1)· (2q+1) terms,sand q to be chosen to attain 
desired accuracy. The maximum potential and 
kinetic energies of the valve are, respec-
tively, 
Uvmax J
2nJR2 2 2 12... Jcifwf-2(1-v)[ awc2.oWtl aw) 2 o R~ or2 r ar i! o82 
1 cfw 1 aw 2} 
-(- --- - 2 -)] rdrd8 




where the kt and mt (l =1, ••• N) in (29) and (30) are the spring stiffness and mass of 
the l th spring divided by the trapezoidal 
area. 
Substituting (26) into (27),(28),(29), (30) 
and by equating the following partial dif-
ferentials to zero, i, e. 
a 
BAi j (Uvmax + tJ smax - Tvmax- Tsmu)"" D 
i=O, 
j=O, 
1, ••• s ) 
1, ••• q 
-
0
-(Uvmax +Usmax - Tvmax -Tsmax) =0 aB1j 
(~=0, 1, ••• s) 
J=1, 2, ••• q 
(31) 
(32) 
By rearrangement of (31), we obtain the fol-
following (s+1)(q+1) equations 
s 1 <ijJ ] 
+ _2" 2:: D Bmn ~r~=on"l zmn 
( ~=0, 1 , ••• s ) 
J=O, 1 , ••• q 
(33) 
where 
<mn>[ f1mn 4 N 1 · Jmn JrD(-- ) + 2:. kt (A8+-cos2nt {)0 
R1 t=t 2n 
· sin2n.49)] , i j=mn 
U:j> P.._ 4 N C 1mo) ~ ....... 
, .. ,.,= Jmo [2JrD ( -) +22:kt.tlll], n=j=o, m=i 
R2 t:l 
0 
+ - 1 - cos(n-j)t 00 sin(n-j)L19] , n~j 
n-j 
0 n=j, 
(ij) (mll) "' 1 
C2 m11 = Jmn }:. kt ( -sin2nt e0 sin2nA8), i j=mn 
t=l 2n 
• ") N . 1 PJ .L kt[-sin(n+j)t8 0 sin(n+j)A8 
mn t=l n+j 








(i j> N 1 J ~ lllz[-cos(n+j)t 8 0 sin(n-t j)L18+ 
mn t><l n+j 
-
1




Jmn:.Em1f-sin2nz80 sin2nA6J, ij=mn 
<i j> t=l '2n 
])zmn""' 
<ij>N 
J I:mi-Lsin(n+j)t B sin(n+j)t.9 + mn tL . o 
f."'l D+J 
_:!_,.sin(n- j h 8 0 sin(n- j ).18] , n-J 
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1i jJ JR2. 
in which Jmn= r Fmn(r)Fij(r)dr 
Rt 
(34) 
Similarly, (s+1 )q equations may be obtained 
by rearranging (32) 
where 
( ~=0, 1 ' ••• s ) 
J=1 '2' ••• q 
Cij> <mn> 
E1mn = 02ij 
(mm ~ron 4 N 1 
J [nnc-R-)+ 2: kt (~ --cos2nt8 












Ftmn = D2ij 
lmnl N 1 
J [ 1lf'.h+ '.i.mf..t>-.8- -cosntOo sin2nA8)] , 
mn t=l 2n 
F(ij)-2mn- 0 n=j, m ~ i 
ij=mn 
(i j) N 1 
J !IDz[-cos (n-j )t 9 0 sin(n- j )68 
mnt=l n-j . 
- -
1






(33) and (35) may be written in matrix form 
as 
[ K] {X} = ul[M] {X} (37) 
(38) 
K is symmetric, while M is positive 
definite, both of order (s+1)(2q+1). Solv-
ing (37) is a generalized eigenproblem, · 
after which may be obtained the (s+1)(2q+1) 
eigenvector (including repeated roots) and 
the corresponding eigenvectors. We can write 
the eigenvector corresponding to A th 
eigenvalue w~ as from (37) in the form 
{X }A ={A>-oo• ••• A>..oq• ••• A.\..so• • • • ,A sq; 
T B~1r•••BJ\Oqr•••BAs1r••• BAsq] (.33) 
In the case of existence of repeated roots, 
suppose the jth one is repeated. In order 
that the two independent eigenvectors be 
orthogonal to each other {X}j2'may be used 
to replace {x}j2 by 
T 
f } f } {xfj 1 [MJ[X}j 2 } X j2' = X j 1- ----.T<--_ _,;;_ {X j
2 {X}j 1 [Kj{X} j 2 
(40) 
Hence, if repeated roots exist, the model 
shape function corresponding to the eig-
envector modified according to (40) becomes 
s !l 
W >..(r, B)= 2 2:(A,~ cosnO+B,mnsinn&)F (r) m=o n .. j .-.wn "" mn 
s 
+ ~o~moFmo(r) (41) 
with the orthogonality property 
209 
0 (42) 
2. Analysis of Vibrations and Dynamic stres-
ses. The excitation force may be expanded 




and Ccmn(t), C8 mn(t) are those in (12) when 
A ~ (s+1 )(2q+1) 
A 
W'0 (r,8) = A~l UA.WA.(r, 6) (45) 
where 
s s i ~0 AAmousmo+m~~AAmnucmn+BAmnuamn] 
UA.= (46) 
GJ.. 
in which usmn' and uc~ are those in (14). 
(47) 
in which vsmn and vcmn are those in (16). 
Displacements and Velocities, 
where 
["'( ( tl 1 ![-~] • .>.. = -:.- W~ r C.>.. ("r) sinwAtd't r~( t) Ph s iiJL4.t 0 
Stresses and strains 
these are given by 
12DZ{.A s !l o (r,B,t)=- - 3 I: T>..(t)[2: 2: (A.>..:mncosnB r h A=<• m=-D n=-1 
+B sin nO) HR:mn + f A,moHRmoJ} 
.>..mn m~o " 
12DZ!A s 1. ()" (r, e,t)=- -- I:T.>..(t)['L L. (AAmncosne 
u 3 A"l 111."'0/t=t h 
+BAmnsin nB)H~+~o AAmoHQmoJ} 
12Z A s !l. 
,... (r e t)=-D(1-V)-1!T, (t)i:2:(A,~~sin n& 
Lr& • ' h3l>r• " ~o n=1 'uw.• 
(51) 
.A { s !l ErCr,e,t)=-Z~,T"(t) m~'t;,~AAmncos ne 
- s 
+ B, sin neJERmn+l: A,moER } 
.,.mn ln=O...,. mo 











with co-ordinate system chosen as sho~ in 
Fig.(la), the excitation forces p(r,e, t) 
may be expressed in the form 
- .Ap(r,O, t) (52) 
where k(H+H0 ) is the sum of pre-compression 
and spring forces on unit area of valve-
plate at instant of maximum opening, 
F* (r-r0 )D(8-~0 )o(t-t 0 ) the instantaneous 
impact reaction due to the impact at point 
r=ro and 9 ='Po on the plate at instant 
t = t 0 , and F* the average amplitude when 
the impact is upon the guard and negative 
upon the valve seat, .AP(r, 8, t) is the gas 
force. The actual variation of impact force 
during the extremely short interval ( ..( 1 0~0 
sec) of impact is very complicate~, but its 
average valve may be obtained approximately 
according to impact theory as 
• rdrd& (53) 
where Ph[v1(r,8)- v2 (r,e)] is the differ-
ence of kinetic energies of the plate's 
differential element before and after the 
impact, T being the interval of impact. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the pressures of the 
main blow and side blow are obviously of 
considerable difference owing to loss of 
pressure during gaseous flow. Supposing 
that the gas forces vary diminishingly al0}3g 
the plate circumference and systematically 
with respect to the diameter connecting the 
points of main blow and side blow, and fur-
ther assuming a constant gas force accross 
the same 8- section owing to the narrowness 
of the plate.If p(t) is the main blow fo~, 
the circumferential variation of gas fo~ce 
may be expressed as 
~P(r,B, t) =p(t) E(B) (54) 
equation derived thereof, a program is writ-
ten for computation of the eigen-frequenc~ 
dynamic displacements and stress of the 
valve-plate. comparatively satisfactory re-
sults are obtained after assigning numeric-
al values to the parameters of some types 
of valves. 
Define A simple flow chart is shown below 
8 27T.-8 
ex p(-f7[) +ex p(-~~) 
E(8)= -----------
1 + e X P(-2; ) 
o ~e,;;;, 2rr (55) 
as the modifying function, which satisfies 
o..:::E(D)-6.1, 
E( 8 )= 1 at point of main blow 
(6= o) and a minimum at point of side blow 
(8= 1t). It is also symetrical with respect 
to the diameter joining points of 6 =0 and 
B = Tr. } is a damping coefficient depending 
upon the structure and dimensions of the 
valve-plate. It can determined experiment-
ally, valued approximately between 
3 2 (RJ/Rz) and (R 1/R2) • 
p(t) also can be obtained by using the 
following approximate expression 
1 2-2 A 2 p(t)=-~~7[ M Pj ( sin(Wt+t/10 )+ -sin2(U)t+.Y0 )J 
8 2 
(56) 
where ~ is the coefficient of lift, -4 the 
heat absolute index, M2the Mach number of 
valve clearance, Pi the gas pressure in 
the valve volume, to the phase angle of 
crank at opening, t the time from opening 
of valve, and w the rotary speed of the com-
pressor. 
NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 
Based on the theoretical treatment and the 
211 
Imput of 
valve structure parameters 
Computing 
eigen-requencies of plate 
with single large spring 
single spring 
No 
Imput position of failed 
valve spring 
· Modify 
eigen-frequencies and eigen 
vectors by ritz method 
Imput 




and stresses, etc. 
J Print J 
~ 
1 End I 
The eigen-frequencies of a valve-plate with 
a single large spring may be obtained from 
Wmn f =--mn 
211 
(57) 
where ~ is a dimensionless coefficient of 
mn 
frequency, and its computed values for 
valve-plates of various inner/outer deam~r 




table 1 - Frequency Coefficient ~mn 
(poisson's ratio 21"' 0.3) 
n R1/R2 
0.6 0.7 o.8 0.9 
0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2 1.97999 1.89011 1.80027 1. 71283 
3 ).27143 3.13988 2.99737 2.85377 
4 4.48212 4.32396 4.13486 3-93734 
5 5.65003 5.47953 5.24977 4.99898 
6 6.78745 6.61723 6.35366 6.05009 
7 7.90122 7.74096 7.45122 7.09565 
8 8.99642 8.85236 8.54441 8.13804 
0 3.26417 3.62807 4.29800 5.90196 
1 4.)0166 4.68122 5.47316 7.46455 
2 5. 71708 6.15152 7.13364 9. 68483 
3 6.99595 7.46334 8.60126 11.63646 
4 8.20034 8.65954 9.90914 13.35265 
5 9.)8210 9.79018 11.10851 14.89775 
6 &0.56738 10.88787 12.23442 16.31639 
711.76578 11.97299 13.31047 17.63871 
8 12.97161 13.05788 14.35293 18.88578 
212 
For valve-plate of other diameter ratios, 
~mn can be obtained by interpolation~ 
Table lreveals some of the vibrational ch-
aracteristies the valve-plate with a sin~ 
large spring. The valve-plate is a body 
with a free-boundry. Its motion is the sup-
erposition of three components-translation-
al, rigid-body inclination and vibrations. 
Therefore the system is semipositive and, 
as a result, there naturally exist zero 
eigen-values. The modes corresponding to 
m: o and n= o in table 1 are those of 
rigid-body translations, while those cor-
responding to m: o and n= 1 are related 
to rigid-body inclinations, and, as these 
motions do not excite vibrations, the fre-
quencies of course equal to zero.It may be 
seen from (7) that the two afore-mentioned 
modes, the vibrations of the valve-plate 
is equivalent to those of mass-spring sys-
tem with the plate as a mass point. This 
is to say, treating the plate as rigid 
actually leaves out all the modes corre-
sponding to deformational vibrations. fur-
thermore, it may be seen from table 1 that 
the frequency confficients in·creases rapid-
ly with the pitch cirele number of the mo-
des, with increasing of the eigen-frequenc-
ies (f oe~2 ) • 
mn mn mm 
For a plate of inner diameter 115 and 
outer diameter 130mm with six springs of 
stiffness 228N/m2 equally-spaced circumfer 
-entially along the plate, it can be simu-
lated by a model with a single large spring 
or a series of small springs. Its various 
eigen-frequencies are listed in table 2 • 
table 2. Eigen-frequencies of Different 
spring systems 
f •• ~ continuous spring Discr:ete spring ~ system system 0 1 0 1 
0 27 3507 26 3506 
1 27 5579 27 5579 
2 344 9375 343 9370 
3 952 13534 927,977 1 319 9,1.38<;6 
4 1812 17833 1815 17865 
5 2922 22220 2926 22252 
6 ·4282 26639 4192 26129 
4390 27365 
We can see that corresponding to each m th 
mode (m= 0, 1, 2 ••• ) there exist two eigen 
-frequencies. This may be, explained as 
follows. In the continuous spring system, 
there are two independent modal sh~pe func-
tions F (r) cos nB and F (r) sin n 8 , mn mn 
while for the.discrete system, the eigen-
frequencies change due to change of the 
systems strucWre. 
Table 3 is for a 110-130mm plate with six 
small springs of stiffness of 490N/m2 , the 
eigen-frequences shown therein are for the 
cases with all springs intact and with one 
spring failed. 
table 3. Influence of Failure of spring 
on Eigen-frequencies 
f •• ~ all springs one spring ~ intact fails 0 1 0 1 
0 39 2049 28 2015 
3204 
1 40 3204 40 3238 
2 268 5397 268 5397 
270 5459 
3 717 7580 724 7661 
761 8076 761 8077 
4 1406 10357 1327 10358 
1420 10422 
table 3 clearly shows that the failure 
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of one spring causes the change of all 
eigen-frequencies. In addition, pairs of 
proximate-valued eigne-frequencies appear, 
the proximity depending on the spring stif-
fness. These proximate-valued eigen-frequ-
encies will worsen the stability of valve 
motion and doubtlessly unfavorably in-
fluence the compressor's life-span. 
Computations are made for the dynamic dis-
placements, stresses etc of the first step 
in-let motion for a 2V - 6/8 air compresoor. 
The valve consists of three rings the inner 
valve is equipped with three springs and 
the middle and outer valve each with six 
springs. All the springs are of equal stiff-
ness. 
The origin of the polar coordinates is 
placed direct toward the point of main 
blow. When impact is completed the instant 
of impact is chosen as origin of time. 
Figure 5 shows the variations along the 
average radial circumference of (i r , o8 and 
Y~, Logarthmic scale is used for the longi-
tudinal ordinate, from which it can be seen 
that the maximum 8.!4pli tude of 6' r is about 
2 1t 1 o7 N/m2 while those of fie and Trscome to 
the order 2 X 1 o! N/m2 (the yield limit of 
steel Ds being 8-13 x 10 N/m2 ). Thus we 
have reason to believe that oe and Tr6are 
dominant factors that affect the lifespan 
of the valve-plate. Owing to its narrowness, 
bending and twisting will result in large 
increases of ll9 and Tre· 
The circumferential variations of dynanic 
stresses fie and displacements 'W" at (} = 0 at 
various instants after impact with the 
guard is shown in Figures 6 and 7. Immedi-
ately after the impact, violent vibrations 
occur with inclined motion, with corre-
spondingly high stresses. 
As the disturbances are rapidly damped, the 
amplitudes of vibrations and stresses drops 
sharply to reach a state of stability, and 
the plate finally comes to a position of 
coincidenc~ of the guard. 
The high stresses induced by the violent 
shocking vibration is the main cause of 
plate failure. The maximum calculated stress 
D&is around 3 x 108 N/m2 which, although be-
low the yield limit, could lead to stress 
fatigue when the plate is under such rapid-
ly alternating stresses. 
Figure 8 also shows that the point of re-
bound is higher than other displacements 
and this causes the plate to vibrate in 
inqlined positions. 
Figure 9 shows the displacement of the re-
bound with varying gas force while other 
conditions are being kept constant. 
It is evident that decrease of gas force 
results in decrease of velocity after 
rebound. 
DISCUSSIONS 
The author's work demonstrates that the 
dynamic analysis of the valve-plate can be 
accomplished by the hybrid approach of an-
alytical-numerical methods. Compared with 
the finite element method, it seems to pos-
sess the advantages of high accuracy and 
reduction of computational work. 
Theorectical investigations and results of 
numerical computations tend to indicate the 
following: 
1. Nonsteady-state flexural-torsional 
vibrations actually take place during the 
opening and closing processes of valve-
plate motion. The characteristics of these 
vibrations depend on such factors as the 
placing of springs, spring constants, re-
lative sizes of valve and valve-plates, the 
magnitude of compressor's pulsative gas 
force, revolutionary speed etc. 
2. Dynamic stresses be, Or ' rreare produc-
ed by the flexural-torsional vibrations, 
The magnitude of o9 is higher than those of 
.. ,,,< 
others, thus being the chief cause of radi-
al fatigue fractures. 
3. The vibrational characteristies of a 
multi-small-spring system are closely re-
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lated to the uniformity of stiffnesses and 
the number of the small springs. Non-uni-
formity of spring stiffnesses or the failure 
of an individual spring will result in the 
increase of eigen-frequency band width with 
a loss of stability. 
4. The maximum dynamic stresses occur at 
the instants of successive inclined impacts, 
ju~ged from the point of view of stress-
fatigue, the compressor's revolutionary 
speed not only direclty influences, the 
vibrational characteristics, but also in-
directly causes change of the loading fre-
quencies of dynamic stresses. It is there-
fore the designer's chief concern to select 
the proper revolutionary speed in determin-
ing the life-span criterion of the compres-
sor valve plate. 
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Figure. 1. Load Distribution on Annular 
valve-plate 
cylinder 
aide blOll main blow 
Figure.J. Side-blow through Annular 
valve-plate 
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Figure.2. Annular valve-plate attached to 
series of small springs 
Figure,4, Stress Distribution on val~plate 






































Figure.6. Distributions of Dynamic stresses~ at various 
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Figure.7. Displacements of valve-plates at various instants 
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Figure.8. Displacements at various impact positions. 
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Figure.9. Displacements of valve-plate with variation 
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Figure.10. Distribution of valve-plate's circumferented 
velocities at various instents of time 
(impact at 8 = 0 ) 
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